Length Scale of the Spin Seebeck Effect
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We investigate the origin of the spin Seebeck effect in yttrium iron garnet (YIG) samples for film thicknesses from 20 nm to 50 μm at room temperature and 50 K. Our results reveal a characteristic increase of the longitudinal spin Seebeck effect amplitude with the thickness of the insulating ferrimagnetic YIG, which levels off at a critical thickness that increases with decreasing temperature. The observed behavior cannot be explained as an interface effect or by variations of the material parameters. Comparison to numerical simulations of thermal magnonic spin currents yields qualitative agreement for the thickness dependence resulting from the finite magnon propagation length. This allows us to trace the origin of the observed signals to genuine bulk magnonic spin currents due to the spin Seebeck effect ruling out an interface origin and allowing us to gauge the reach of thermally excited magnons in this system for different temperatures. At low temperature, even quantitative agreement with the simulations is found.
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The thermal excitation of a spin current by a temperature gradient is commonly called the spin Seebeck effect (SSE) which is detected by the inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) [1,2], leading to a thermovoltage similar to the charge analogue, the Seebeck effect. Experimental evidence of the SSE, first in ferromagnetic metals [3], and later, both in semiconductors [4] and in insulators [5–8], has brought up the question about the origin of the SSE. Of particular interest for spin caloritronics is the observation of the SSE in insulators, which allows us to generate pure spin currents in insulating systems.

However, the underlying mechanism, properties, and the origin of the observed signals have been highly controversial. Thermally induced magnonic spin currents have been suggested as the origin [9,10], based on the presence of the effect in magnetic insulators, which excludes charge currents as the source. Despite this explanation of the origin of the effect, direct experimental evidence has not been reported. While parasitic interface effects [11] were suggested as an alternative source of the SSE due to a polarization of the paramagnetic detector layer [12], generally, the observed effects are now primarily attributed to magnonic spin currents [13,14].

Time resolved experiments trying to address the problem by probing the temporal evolution of the SSE have obtained contradictory results: For film thickness up to 61 nm, no cut-off frequency due to an intrinsic limitation by the SSE was observed [15]. In contrast, for μm thick films, a characteristic rise time was found, and a finite magnon propagation length of the order of several 100 nm was put forward as a possible explanation [16,17]. This clearly calls for study to reveal the origin of this discrepancy as it underlies the fundamental mechanism of the SSE and to determine the intrinsic length scale.

To clarify the origin of the measured SSE signals, we present a detailed study of the relevant length scales of the longitudinal SSE (LSSE) covering the full range from nm to μm thick Y3Fe5O12 [18,19] samples covered by platinum (YIG/Pt). By varying the thickness of the ferrimagnetic insulator and careful control of the interface quality, we are able to detect a characteristic feature of the SSE: Our results show an increasing and saturating SSE signal with increasing YIG film thickness. Furthermore, we find a temperature dependence for the saturation of the SSE, which shows an increasing intrinsic length scale for the SSE at lower temperatures. Atomistic spin simulation of the propagation of exchange magnons in temperature gradients can qualitatively reproduce the experimentally observed behavior, highlighting that we are able to observe a true magnonic origin of the SSE, revealing its bulk origin even in YIG/Pt.

YIG samples with thicknesses from 20 nm to 50 μm were grown by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [20,21] and liquid
phase epitaxy (LPE) on Gd$_3$Ga$_5$O$_{12}$ (GGG) substrates [19] and capped with Pt as detailed in the Supplemental Material [22]. The PLD samples are sorted into series, indicating an identical interface treatment and simultaneous Pt deposition, leading to an identical interface and Pt thickness [24] for all samples within a series. A schematic depiction of the final sample structure is shown in the inset of Fig. 1(a).

Magnetometry shows constant magnetic properties for the films, except for the 20 nm films, as shown together with more details on sample fabrication and an analysis of the spin diffusion length of the Pt layer [8,25] in the Supplemental Material [22].

The spin Seebeck measurements are performed at room temperature (RT) and in a cryostat at 50K. Both setups use the LSSE geometry [26], where the temperature gradient is applied out of plane. To parametrize the SSE, we make use of the spin Seebeck coefficient (SSC), describing the SSE signal strength per degree of temperature difference applied to the system. A more detailed description of the setups is presented in Ref. [27] and in the Supplemental Material [22].

To show that the observed behavior is a generic property of the SSE and not limited to PLD-grown samples, we next investigate LPE grown YIG, which allows for the growth of high-quality $\mu$m thick films, shown in Fig. 1(b). While the LPE samples used have a $\{111\}$ surface texture, different compared to $\{100\}$ of the PLD samples, we also measured both orientations for the same thicknesses, which yielded no noticeable difference for the SSE signals, allowing us to compare both sets of samples. At RT, the SSC is constant for thicknesses above 1.5 $\mu$m, showing that the signal is saturated at those thicknesses. This saturation behavior matches with our results obtained from the PLD samples, which suggests the increasing signal with YIG thickness can only be observed for samples thinner than 1 $\mu$m. However, at a temperature of 50 K, we find a thickness dependence qualitatively similar to the PLD samples. The lower graph in Fig. 1(b) shows the signal increase with YIG thickness, with a leveling off above a thickness of 20 $\mu$m.

To rule out any proximity-induced effects, we measured the thickness dependence in a second series of LPE grown films with a 2 nm thick Cu spacer layer between the YIG and Pt detection layer. This separation layer allows us to exclude any additional influence of a parasitic signal contribution to detected ISHE voltages. Identical to the LPE samples having only a Pt detection layer, the SSE signals show no dependence on the YIG thickness at RT, revealing only a constant signal within the error. Compared to the samples without Cu spacing layer, the SSC is reduced due to the high conductivity of the Cu, which shortcircuits the electron accumulation in the Pt detection layer [31].

FIG. 1 (color online). Spin Seebeck coefficient as a function of YIG layer thickness for samples produced by PLD (a) and LPE (b). The series sorting for the PLD samples highlights an identical interface. Data points are connected for clarity. The inset of (a) shows a schematic depiction of the sample structure and setup.
leading to a lower ISHE voltage in the samples with a Cu spacer layer. At 50 K, the SSE shows the identical behavior as the samples with only Pt by revealing an increasing signal for thinner films and leveling off for thicker samples.

To understand this universal behavior of an increasing and saturating signal with increasing film thickness, we assume for our calculations that the influence of the YIG thickness on the SSE might be due to a finite length scale for magnon propagation in the YIG. To investigate this, we simulate the propagation of thermally excited magnons in a temperature gradient using an atomistic spin model which is able to describe the full magnon frequency spectra. Our generic model contains a ferromagnetic nearest-neighbor exchange interaction $J$ and a uniaxial anisotropy constant with an easy axis along the $z$ direction and an anisotropy constant $d_z = 0.1$ J. We investigate a cubic system with $8 \times 8 \times 512$ spins, initialized parallel to the $z$ axis. The dynamics of the spin system are calculated by solving the stochastic Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation numerically with the Heun-Method [32]. The phonons provide a heat bath for the spin system assuming a linear temperature gradient (constant during the simulation) over the length $L$ in the $z$ direction as shown in Fig. 2. Here, for simplicity, we assume that the temperature of the cold area, acting as the contact to the nonmagnetic material, is zero. After an initial relaxation, the local, reduced magnetization $m(z)$ is determined as an average over all spins $S_i$ in the corresponding $x$-$y$ plane and, additionally, as an average over time.

Because of the temperature gradient, magnons propagate from the hotter towards the colder region leading to deviations of the local magnetization $m(z)$ from its local equilibrium value $m_0(z)$, which would follow from the local temperature $T_p(z)$ of the phonon system. A temperature dependent calculation of the equilibrium magnetization $m_0(T)$ for a system with constant temperature allows us to define a magnon accumulation $\Delta m(z) = m(z) - m_0[T_p(z)]$ [33].

Figure 2 exemplifies this magnon accumulation $\Delta m$ as a function of spatial coordinate $z$ in a system with a damping constant of $\alpha = 0.01$ and a linear temperature gradient of $\nabla T = 10^{-3}$ J/($k_B a$) over two different lengths $L$, where $a$ is the lattice constant of the cubic system. At the hotter end of the gradient, magnons propagate towards the cooler region, increasing the local magnetization. At the cold end of the gradient, magnons arriving from hotter parts of the system decrease the local magnetization. The resulting magnon accumulation is symmetric in space and changes its sign at the center of the temperature gradient.

The magnon accumulation at the cold end of the gradient increases with increasing length $L$. The temperature difference $T_m - T_N$ at the cold end of the gradient can be calculated from the local magnon accumulation. Following Xiao et al. [9], this temperature difference can be related to the magnonic spin current, which is propagating to the detector material and measured in experiments. Figure 3 shows this temperature difference for two different damping constants. For small length $L$, the temperature difference increases with increasing thickness until a saturation value is reached. The characteristic length scale of the saturation depends on the damping constant. Previously, we have shown that the propagation length of the magnons scales with $1/\alpha$ [33]. In a temperature gradient, where a broad distribution of frequencies contribute, the mean value of the propagation length scales similarly. The magnon spin current can be understood as the averaged sum of magnons reaching the end of the gradient. As illustrated in Fig. 4, only those magnons from distances smaller than their propagation length contribute to the resulting magnonic spin current at the cold end of the temperature gradient. Therefore, a saturation of the magnonic spin current sets in if the length overcomes the mean propagation length of the magnons. The saturation behavior can be described by...
and, therefore, on the anisotropy reported by Ritzmann et al. [34], we extrapolate a mean propagation length of about 10 μm from the numerical calculations.

As shown in Fig. 5, we evaluate each series with Eq. (1), obtaining mean magnon propagation lengths between 90 and 140 nm for the PLD samples, while for the LPE samples at RT, we can only give an upper limit for a propagation length of 1 μm, in agreement with the time dependent measurements [16,17]. For 50 K, the fit yields a value of (8 ± 2) μm for the YIG/Pt samples and a comparable one of (6 ± 2) μm for the samples with a Cu spacing layer. Both values are close to the value of 10 μm estimated from the simulations for 0 K.

We would like to point out that our result of a finite volume of the YIG contributing to the measured SSE signals allows us to link our thin film measurements to the published bulk results: Since only a few hundred nanometers of YIG close to the Pt contribute to the measured SSE signals at RT, it is not surprising that we obtain SSC signals for our thickest samples in the order of 1.5 μV/K, in line with bulk material measurements [26,35], using a similar definition of the temperature difference.

In conclusion, we show that SSE features a characteristic increase and saturation of the signal with increasing YIG film thickness. As we observe thickness-dependent changes of the spin Seebeck signal even within series of samples with identical magnetic properties, we can rule out a dominating influence of magnetic properties or the MR effect in the Pt detection layers. Instead, we present a model that attributes this characteristic behavior to a finite propagation length of thermally excited magnons, created in the bulk of the ferromagnetic material. An increase and saturation of the SSC with increasing YIG film thickness has also been predicted by the theory of S. Hoffman et al. [36], who attribute a saturation of the SSE signal for large thicknesses also to the finite propagation length of thermally excited magnons. From the evaluation of our data at RT, measured in samples grown by PLD, we obtain a mean propagation length of the order of 100 nm for thermally excited magnons, in agreement with other studies predicting a finite propagation length of thermally excited magnons of the order of 100 nm [37]. For LPE grown samples, we can observe a constant signal at RT in line with a propagation length below 1 μm. Measurements at 50 K reveal that the magnon propagation length is coupled to the absolute system temperature as we find a length of ~7 μm, in quantitative agreement with the results of our simulations, which estimate the propagation length of the order of 10 μm for low temperatures.
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